
1-20-18 Updates



OVERVIEW OF UPDATES

1. REDEMPTION IMPROVEMENT: Ability to redeem any recent 
coupon manually. Broadcast, autoresponder, birthday/
anniversary, main campaign coupon. 

2. FIRST & LAST NAME USAGE: Ability to capture and send 
messages to subscriber by either first, last, or full name. 

3. IVR OPTION FOR CLIENT: Can turn IVR on or off for client. Admin 
controls this, and can be used as an upgrade feature. 

4. SEE REDEMPTION TIME STAMP: Can look up any redemption by 
customer. When they redeemed, and the ability to edit 
redemption for accurate tracking. 



Redemption 
Improvement



Go to subscriber



Can redeem any coupon 
sent



Name Improvement



Can collect First & last 
name



%name% merge is used 
as first name or prior 

name field before update



IVR



Turn On/Off for clients.



Redemption Visibility



Can see subscriber and redemption 
date in redemption tracking area. 

(ability to edit also)



*End*



1-04-18 Updates



OVERVIEW OF UPDATES

1. IVR: interactive voice response. Ability to initiate call flows. 

2. SHORTCODE: Ability to send from a vanity number ex-69696 

3. CHAT IMPROVEMENT: Ability to see all subscriber info when engaging in 2 
way sms 

4. TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS: Filter and see total subscribers per campaign.  

5. EMAIL/SMS FILTERING: Filter email and sms unsubscribes  

6. WEBHOOK CAMPAIGN TRIGGERING: Trigger campaign messaging from 
3rd party webhook. Can turn on or off. 

7. ZAPIER INTEGRATION: Allows you the ability to connect with other 3rd 
party apps. 



IVR



WHAT IS IT?

Interactive voice response: Interactive voice response is a 
technology that allows a computer to interact with humans 

through the use of voice and input via a keypad



EXAMPLES OF USE

‣ Greeting: can create a greeting for business when someone calls 

‣ Call to subscribe: can build your list through call subscriptions 

‣ Ex- call [insert number] to join or mobile vip club 

‣ Ex-call [insert number now] to get a 50% coupon delivered to your phone. 

‣ Call forwarding: can create a flow that will forward a call to certain numbers 

‣ Ex-use menu options (*we used for a coupon ran off Facebook) 

‣ press 1 to get your coupon now 

‣ Press 2 to connect to gym staff 

‣ Press 3 to hang up



EXAMPLES OF USE

‣ Voice recording: ability to leave voicemails in your system 

‣ Ex-thanks for calling! Press 3 to leave a message on the 
incident and one of our associates will be in touch soon. 

‣ Ex-(feedback hotline) please leave a message to let us know 
how we’re doing



‣ Press 1: if emergency 
and need immediate 
attention 

‣ Press 2: to send you a ‘if 
you’ve been hurt’ kit 

‣ press 3: to speak with 
someone now



CUSTOMER SUPPORT ECOMMERCE

‣ Example (use ivr as a means to answer questions to replace 
live attendant) 

‣ Greeting: welcome to abc products. Please listen to the 
following menu options to best help you 

‣ Press 1 to get info on support 

‣ Press 2 to get info on your package



How to build an IVR



Create new



Choose beginning 
options



Choose beginning 
options



From start to finish…



Call to subscribe IVR

https://www.useloom.com/share/b01e313d7b4944c5ae7fb3335babfeaa


SHORTCODE



BENEFITS

‣ Fast message sending 

‣ Avg: shortcode (40 sms per second) | longcode (1 sms per second) 

‣ ex-30 sends per second vs longcode 1/s  2000 list send would 
be 33 minutes on longcode VS 1 minute on shortcode. 

‣  guaranteed delivery through high speed SMPP (Short Message 
Peer to Peer)  

‣ Send message at scale with better deliverability 

‣ SMS Delivery is guaranteed with shortcode.  Shortcode is vetted 
by carriers to ALLOW offers



WHAT’S AVAILABLE

‣ Currently USA only 

‣ UK & Canada are on roadmap 

‣ *very costly & needs to be integrated in system 

‣ Universal and not tied to area code (although area code has 
it’s advantages) 

‣ Easy to remember. Can help with running campaigns (tv ads, 
billboards, radio)



WHAT OUR SHORTCODE OFFERS

‣ SMS-standard 

‣ MMS-1600 characters + media (not just 160)



The Steps



Settings



woot settings



sign up



Enter woot settings



check for keyword



Assign to client



assign shortcode to 
campaign for client



Sending a broadcast



Send either longcode
or shortcode 



Chat improvement-Shows name of 
subscriber



See total subscribers 
per campaign



Filter email & sms 
unsubscribes



Send welcome message 
from 3rd party webhook



The webhook campaign on/off allows you to 
active your campaign messaging or not. The 

autoresponder, birthday, and anniversary 
messages will still work regardless if 

campaign messaging is off. 



Zapier Integration!



WHAT IS IT?

Allows  you the ability to connect with other 3rd party apps



Click on ‘post url’



copy zapier webhook



copy zapier webhook


